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"I am a golfer-at-large and not really a book critic, but I can honestly tell you I very much

enjoyed reading Mystic Links. I would, without hesitation, tell you that you will enjoy it too. A

very interesting way of talking golf via stories that are not your normal morning ball and golf

tale.Ken Green5-Time PGA Tour Champion"Virtually no one out there lacks an opinion about

golf. Golfers are obsessed with it and non-golfers are never shy to voice their opinion on it. This

is the audience I am writing to with “Mystic Links”: non-golfers and golfers alike. Golf is the

common denominator, but the actual stories are about people. People who play golf and

people who don’t.Golf can be a metaphor for life, and certainly life can be a metaphor for golf. I

consider myself a true sports fan, with my love for sports ranging from ice hockey to cricket and

almost everything in between. But there is something inexplicable about golf. Its history, its

traditions, and certainly its characters.Golf’s inexplicability can even foster a mystical

impression of it; that there are powers at play so far beyond our control that any attempt to truly

master the game are, well, pointless.“Mystic Links” was originally conceived as a television

show: sort of my answer to “Touched By an Angel on a golf course”. Each chapter is a stand-

alone story, episode if you will, but with at least one element that “links” to the story preceding,

or the story to follow.I hope you enjoy “Mystic Links” and certainly welcome your feedback via

my website at www.hitdowndammit.com .Sincerely,Clive ScarffAuthor, Mystic LinksChapter

Breakdown:1. The Round - a cynic goes on a golf holiday and plays the best round of his life.

The only trouble is he is completely by himself and can tell no one.2. The Cheat - a TV

camerman has an ethical dilemma when he realizes he has just filmed a prominent news

anchorman cheating during a charity fundraiser golf tournament.3. The Mentor - a young,

lonely, golfer receives help and confidence from a mysterious old man watching him practice.4.

The Guard - a golf club's janitor who has aspirations of becoming the club's security guard

suspects someone is trying to break into the pro shop.5. The Caddy - a young, poor, man is

given the gift of a golf holiday in Mexico, only to discover there are others poorer than him.6.

The Clubs - a husband and wife have a disagreement over taking up the sport of golf.7. The

Negotiator - when a golfer takes the golf course superintendent hostage a police woman learns

just how passionate golfers can be about their golf course.8. The Suit - a lawyer sues his golf

instructor for malpractice.9. The Escape - 2 bank robbers are in for a surprise when they try to

escape via tunnels that lie beneath a golf course.
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Press IntroductionVirtually no one out there lacks an opinion about golf. Golfers are obsessed

with it and non-golfers are never shy to voice their opinion on it. This is the audience I am

writing to with “Mystic Links”: non-golfers and golfers alike. Golf is the common denominator,

but the actual stories are about people. People who play golf and people who don’t.Golf can be

a metaphor for life, and certainly life can be a metaphor for golf. I consider myself a true sports

fan, with my love for sports ranging from ice hockey to cricket and almost everything in

between. But there is something inexplicable about golf. Its history, its traditions, and certainly

its characters.Golf’s inexplicability can even foster a mystical impression of it; that there are

powers at play so far beyond our control that any attempt to truly master the game are, well,

pointless.“Mystic Links” was originally conceived as a television show: sort of my answer to

“Touched By an Angel on a golf course”. I have written “Mystic Links” with adaptability for

television in mind; each chapter is a stand-alone story, episode if you will, but with at least one

element that “links” to the story preceding, or the story to follow.I hope you enjoy “Mystic Links”

and certainly welcome your feedback via my website at www.hitdowndammit.com .Good luck

and good golfing, Clive Scarff Chapter OneThe Round The light turned red, causing Mark to

slam on the brakes.“Goddam!”From the dash, Mark retrieved and flipped open his cell

phone.Angrily: “I want to talk to a human!” It was unclear if his nervous tapping of the steering

wheel was intended to make the light turn green quicker, or speed up the response with his

phone call, or both.“Hello? This is Mark Abbott; I am on my way to pick up tickets for my golf

trip but I don’t know how to get there. Yes, I know the address is 1162 Main Street – Main

Street is a pretty long street. What is the nearest major intersection?” The light turned green

and Mark’s foot reacquainted itself with the accelerator.“What do you mean you don’t know?

Okay, so you’re new there; you still had to get to work today, how did you do it? Seriously?

You’re not sure? Dear, what’s your name? Marjorie? Marjorie, did someone drive you to work

blindfolded? Ask someone where you are for crying out loud, I’m approaching Main Street and

need to know if I’m turning right or left. No, don’t guess, ask someone! What do you mean

you’re the only one there? I can hear voices in the background. Well, just because they’re

customers doesn’t mean they don’t know how they got there, ask one of them!” Mark pulled

over to the side of the road in disgust.“I can’t believe this. Hello? Main and Hastings. Thank

you. You are perfect!” Mark flipped his phone shut, “A perfect idiot.”He pulled out into traffic to

the blaring horn of a passing car, the driver of which yelled out his open window, “Idiot!” “Screw

you!” Mark responded as he hit the gas and headed to the World Travel Centre. At Main and

Hastings. *** The travel agency was empty except for Lyn, the manager, and Marjorie, the new

employee Mark had just spoken to. He was again on his phone when he pushed through the

agency’s glass front doors.“I am leaving this afternoon. It only takes five minutes to re-grip a

set of clubs for crying out loud. Yes, I know there are fourteen clubs in a set. I’ll be there in an

hour, do the clubs in fourteen minutes and rest the other 46 minutes!” Mark closed his phone

and put it in his pocket.“Hello,” Lyn greeted him.“I’m Mark Abbott, I was talking to Marjorie.”“Oh,

well Marjorie is – .“ Lyn turned to point to Marjorie, only to see the rear door to the back room

still swinging from Marjorie’s hasty departure. “Marjorie is on break. Maybe I can help you.”“I

am here to pick up tickets to what you call ‘The Golf Trip of a Lifetime,’” Mark explained.“Oh,



well, you are in luck then!” Lyn said with a smile.“Lucky I found my way here, you mean?” Mark

asked, indignantly.Lyn continued, “We don’t get many of those packages and they usually sell

out the moment they hit our desk. Here are your tickets,” she said, handing an envelope to

Mark.“Anything I need to know?” Mark asked.“Only that you need to be at the helicopter pad

with plenty of time, one suitcase and a set of clubs is all you can bring, and of course to honour

your commitment.”
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hour, do the clubs in fourteen minutes and rest the other 46 minutes!” Mark closed his phone

and put it in his pocket.“Hello,” Lyn greeted him.“I’m Mark Abbott, I was talking to Marjorie.”“Oh,

well Marjorie is – .“ Lyn turned to point to Marjorie, only to see the rear door to the back room

still swinging from Marjorie’s hasty departure. “Marjorie is on break. Maybe I can help you.”“I

am here to pick up tickets to what you call ‘The Golf Trip of a Lifetime,’” Mark explained.“Oh,

well, you are in luck then!” Lyn said with a smile.“Lucky I found my way here, you mean?” Mark

asked, indignantly.Lyn continued, “We don’t get many of those packages and they usually sell

out the moment they hit our desk. Here are your tickets,” she said, handing an envelope to

Mark.“Anything I need to know?” Mark asked.“Only that you need to be at the helicopter pad

with plenty of time, one suitcase and a set of clubs is all you can bring, and of course to honour

your commitment.”“Commitment?” Mark inquired.“Yes, your secrecy commitment. You can’t tell

a soul about your trip. If it got out, about this particular experience, the resort would be flooded

and it would lose what makes it so special,” Lyn explained.“I thought you people lived and died

by word of mouth?”“Trust me,” Lyn said, “This trip requires no word of mouth. Just

faith.”“Whatever,” Mark said, rolling his eyes. “Just mumbo jumbo marketing, I expect. But if this

“trip of a lifetime” is to happen in my lifetime I have to hit the road.” Without another word, Mark

turned and left the building.Fortunately – for someone – Mark’s grips were ready as he swung

by the golf club. “Still drying, so be careful,” he was told, as he tossed the set into the trunk of

his car. Next stop: helipad. *** “Shouldn’t take much more than an hour to get there, Mr. Abbott,”

the helicopter pilot informed him as he took Mark’s things and put them in the back of the

chopper. “Have you ever flown in a helicopter before?”“Of course. Well no, not really, but I have

done a lot of sailing.”Not sure how to respond to that, the pilot continued his preparations for

take-off. Once they were both in, seated, belted, and helmeted, the pilot fired up the chopper

and in no time they were airborne on a beautiful summer’s day. Destination: Paradise.The view

was spectacular as the helicopter headed north to mountain country. While he had seen this

view a million times, the pilot was still clearly enamoured with it. Mark was focused on his

Blackberry.“Gorgeous sight, isn’t it?” the pilot asked.“I’ve lost the signal,” Mark replied, still

focused on the instrument in his hand.“You probably won’t get a signal from here on in. No

repeaters up here,” the pilot explained.“But the resort will have reception, no?”The pilot

laughed, “Not without towers or repeaters.”“You gotta be kidding me?”The pilot laughed again,

“I thought you were going to play golf?”“I am,” Mark answered.“Well they have that,” the pilot

replied as the helicopter rose to clear a majestic peak. The helicopter climbed yet again as it

sailed over a particularly high section, and then there it was before them. Seemingly out of

nowhere, certainly in the middle of nowhere, was the most beautiful golf course Mark had ever

seen, and a castle-like building appeared to be guarding it in the background. Quite unlike

him, Mark almost giggled.The mountains appeared to move, and the helicopter remain still, as

the resort was revealed before them. It was as if it were being pulled on a big green carpet,

closer and closer, as the helicopter made its descent.“Not much further,” the pilot

announced.“That didn’t take too long,” Mark replied.“Well, you don’t get better conditions than

this. It’s a whole different story when you have weather,” the pilot explained. “Is this what you

were expecting?” the pilot asked.“I don’t know what I was expecting, to be honest. The travel

company said it would be the golf experience of a lifetime, so that kind of sets your

expectations pretty high,” Mark replied.“Sure it does,” the pilot said. “But you won’t be

disappointed.”“We’ll see. I’m not so far, but there’s plenty of time.” Mark declared.“Shall we set

her down?”“Of course, but where?” Mark asked.“Right there.”Incredulous, Mark blurted out,

“On the fairway?”“Sure! This is a helicopter, not a tank.”“But what about the golfers?”“I don’t

see anyone around, we’ll be fine.”The helicopter descended onto a scene of green; beautifully



manicured fairways adorned with majestic cedars on either side. The trees were so big, each

fairway appeared to be its own world. Finally something, other than his Blackberry, captured

Mark’s attention. He was practically salivating at the thought of visiting each of these worlds on

this, his golf trip of a lifetime.“I’m not shutting her off,” the pilot told Mark, “I have to go right

back. Don’t worry but keep your head down as you get out.”Mark laughed, “You sound like my

golf pro!”The pilot returned the laugh as he reached across Mark to unlatch his door. “I’ll get

your bags; meet you over by that tree there.”“Roger that,” Mark nodded. It seemed like the right

thing to say to a helicopter pilot. *** Moments later, Mark found himself standing, looking up at

a great big bird that had just delivered him to Paradise, and wondering what to do next. Would

someone come out and greet him? Was there somewhere he should go? He was not sure if

the great castle beyond was the hotel, or the clubhouse, or both, but it seemed the logical

place to go.The lobby was grand, ornate, impressive, and empty.“Hello?” Mark called out.

Surely there would be a bellboy, or a concierge, someone? Don’t big majestic hotels have…

staff? Mark put his bags down and began to wander down the huge lobby. Although

seemingly deserted, everything was immaculate, clean as a whistle. Paintings of golfers, none

of whom Mark recognized, lined the walls. Some of the paintings were clearly of golfers from

earlier times, but some depicted very modern golfers, carrying Ping carry-bags, wearing

Callaway caps, and so on. But where was everyone? Again Mark called out, “Hello? Is anyone

here? Helloooo?” No answer. Nothing, not even a sound.“Well, doesn’t that beat all?” Mark

said aloud. “Some trip of a lifetime; where the hell is everyone? There’s not even anyone to

complain to.” He began to shout: “Hard to get your money back… from no one!” Mark even

went behind the reception desk in search of a phone. Perhaps he could call someone. But

there wasn’t a phone to be found. “What’s with this place?”Increasingly frustrated, Mark went

back outside into the brilliant sunshine. He stopped, stood, and looked around. Nothing. Not a

soul, or creature for that matter, in sight.“Screw it. There’s no one here, but there’s also no one

on the first tee. I don’t have a tee time, but I also can’t book a tee time - because there’s

nobody here – so I’m playing. Might as well get something out of this wasted day.”Mark went

back inside the castle to get his clubs, half-hoping that by now someone might appear, but no.

His bags were right where he left them. He took his suitcase and hid it behind a rather large

planter. It felt odd being cautious when there was not a soul to be seen, but it also seemed odd

to just leave the case smack dab in the middle of the hall. Mark took his golf shoes out of the

large side-pocket of his golf bag, and then sat himself down on a large, regal, and rather

comfortable chair to put them on. He did so slowly, again hoping that in all this time a human

being might actually put in an appearance in this strange place. But it was not to be, and Mark

grabbed his golf bag and made his way back out to the sunshine.It was a fairly long walk to the

first tee. Mark set his clubs down and then it hit him: “Damn, no scorecard.” He looked around

for a yardage sign, or some kind of map, but could not see anything that might help him figure

out this hole. He bent over to put his tee in the ground and then he spied a clue. It was a brass

plate in the ground that read, ‘Hole One, Par Four”. That was it. At least he knew it was a par

four, that was better than nothing. Driver in hand, Mark stood over the ball. He glanced down

the fairway; it was pretty inviting – wide, straight, and seemingly endless. The first shot of the

day, he made an easy swing, and it was a beauty. The second shot was a beauty too. It went in

the hole.“Oh man, did you see that? Of course you didn’t see that, there’s nobody here to see

that. But that’s an eagle baby!” Mark was excited.The next hole, Mark ballooned to a par, but it

was a good par. A chip and a putt to make three on the par three. But the third hole, a par five,

he made birdie. “I don’t believe it, three under after three,” Mark said excitedly and out loud.

Why not? There was no one listening and no one to disturb either.Three straight pars followed



and then on the seventh hole, a second par five, Mark found himself chipping for eagle. He felt

cocky for what he was about to do, but he walked up and removed the flagstick. One of the

beauties of playing by yourself is you cannot be accused of showmanship. Mark truly felt he

had a chance to chip the ball into the hole, and felt wholly justified in making room for the ball,

by removing the pin. Oh, and it almost went in too. Lipped out, but an easy tap-in for birdie.A

par later and Mark was walking to the ninth hole at four under par. A good round for Mark was

around 80 so the thought of parring the ninth for a 32 was mind boggling. Equally surprisingly,

he felt pretty relaxed. This was in part because he realized that even if he quadruple bogeyed

the hole he would still finish even par, which he had never done over nine holes before. Stellar

golf aside, how could he not be relaxed? He had nowhere he had to be, nowhere he even

could be, the sun was shining, there was a hint of a breeze but nothing that would even knock

a yard off a drive. It was golf heaven, and Mark was playing like a man possessed. By Ben

Hogan.Mark stepped up and put another sweet swing on the ball. The sound of club on ball

was far greater than the effort that went into the shot, and off it sailed. It climbed like a jet at an

air show, peaked, and then dropped onto the middle of the fairway. Onto… a sprinkler head.

You could hear the ‘boing’ – for want of a better word. The ball took a gigantic bounce and off it

went, laterally, into the bushes. “Damn! Of all the luck; the course hosed me! That drive was

perfect,” Mark exclaimed in a tone that defied the way he had been playing. At that moment, out

of nowhere, a voice responded, mere feet away.“'T'was very well hit, indeed,” the voice, in thick

Scottish brogue, declared.Still engrossed in his misfortune Mark replied instinctively, not yet

cognisant of the fact there was another human being suddenly on the scene, “You're not

kidding - I killed that.”The Scottish burr continued, “Somewhat ironic when ye think about it. If

you had noot hit it so far, it would likely have landed short of the sprinkler head and be sittin' in

tha meedle o' the fairway as we speak.”Suddenly it hit Mark. “Who the hell are you? Where did

you come from?”“The name is Scotty. I guess you could call me the caretaker. You'd better be

findin' yer ball - I'll walk with you.”“I can't believe my luck - I'm five under to here, and then the

course hoses me,” Mark said to his sudden companion.“The same way it hosed you on the

fifth, when your errant shot hit a tree and bounced onto the green within a foot o'the cup?” the

caretaker inquired.“You saw that?” Mark asked in a surprised tone.“'T'was your third birdie of

the round, if I'm not mistaken.”“You've been watching me the whole way 'round?”“Aye, I enjoy

watching a good player.”Mark’s tone suddenly softened, “I gotta be honest, I'm not usually this

good.”This seemed to surprise the old Scotsman. “I find that difficult to believe. I think yer ball

went in that a way,” he added, pointing. The two entered the bushes and it was not long before

Mark’s ball was found. You’d think he would have been pleased.“Unbelievable! Dead. There's

no way I can get this out of here.”“Forgive me, Master Mark, but if there was a way in, there's a

way out.” Mark motioned sideways and slightly back, “Well, the only opening is that

way.”“Forgive me again, but how many openings do you need?”“But that's virtually going

backwards. Maybe if I hit it hard enough I can force it through the trees.” You could hear the

wheels turning.Scotty jumped in, “You don't drive a car, do you sir?”“Of course I do.”“I'd hate to

be in your path should you reach a dead end!”Mark got the point. Reluctantly, with his seven

iron, Mark punched the ball out the suggested route, safely onto the fairway albeit with a slight

loss of distance. His tone was clearly sarcastic as he proclaimed, “Great. Now I'm lying two

and no closer to the hole - and this is a par five!”Scotty didn’t miss a beat, “And if you hadna'

found yer ball, you'd be lyin'…?”“Three. I hear ya. I should take my bogey and be happy.”“I

didna' say that, 'less you finished the hole when I wasn't lookin'.”Confused, Mark asked, “What

do you mean?”“How's yer chippin' been today?”“Best it's ever been!” Mark

boasted.“Hmmm.”“What?” Mark demanded.“But ya dunnee think you can make par here?”A



light went on. A smile even appeared on Mark’s usually dour puss. Getting the message, Mark

again utilized his seven iron and made a graceful shot that sent the ball down short of the

green. He chipped it into the hole for a birdie four.“If ye thought you couldna' make a par here,

you were right!” Scotty said with a laugh. Needless to say, Mark was elated. In fact, he went to

give Scotty a high five, but Scotty hadn’t a clue what he was trying to do. You would have

laughed if you were there, but fortunately for the two of them, nobody was there. Mark

recovered.“Six under, with four to go,” he remarked. I could bogey every hole going in and still

be two under.”“Why would ya want to do that, lad?”“I don't want to do it.”“Then what're ye talkin'

'bout it for?”With play consistent with what he had produced all afternoon long, Mark

proceeded to par holes 15, 16, and 17. Standing on the 18th tee, he found himself at six under

par as he took his driver from his bag one more time. Mark swung, and cracked a beautiful

drive straight down the middle of the par five's fairway. Upon reaching his ball he took out his 3

wood and readied to hit.Scotty shook his head. “I'm sorry, but I've got to ask. Whadya'

doin'?”“I'm going to hit my second shot,” came the obvious reply.“But why've ya got yer 3 wood

out?” Scotty wanted to know.“Well, it's a par 5. I thought maybe if I could get home in two,”

Mark explained.“You're 250 yards out,” Scotty said, getting exasperated – even for him.“I know,”

said Mark.“Have ye ever, in yer 'tire life, hit yer three wood 250 yards off the fairway?”Mark

thought for a moment. “Well, no, but I thought, with the way I'm playing today…”“Mark, you've

played a lovely round to here, but be honest. Have you hit a single shot today that you've never

hit before?”“I've never hit so many good shots in one round,” Mark replied.“Are yer ears blocked

from the flight over, 'cause that's not what I'm askin' ye. I asked ya if you've done anythin'

today – any single thin’ - you've never done before?” Scotty demanded in earnest. Almost boy-

like, Mark replied, “Well, when you put it that way, I guess not, no.”

The next hole, Mark ballooned to a par, but it was a good par. A chip and a putt to make three

on the par three. But the third hole, a par five, he made birdie. “I don’t believe it, three under

after three,” Mark said excitedly and out loud. Why not? There was no one listening and no

one to disturb either.Three straight pars followed and then on the seventh hole, a second par

five, Mark found himself chipping for eagle. He felt cocky for what he was about to do, but he

walked up and removed the flagstick. One of the beauties of playing by yourself is you cannot

be accused of showmanship. Mark truly felt he had a chance to chip the ball into the hole, and

felt wholly justified in making room for the ball, by removing the pin. Oh, and it almost went in

too. Lipped out, but an easy tap-in for birdie.A par later and Mark was walking to the ninth hole

at four under par. A good round for Mark was around 80 so the thought of parring the ninth for

a 32 was mind boggling. Equally surprisingly, he felt pretty relaxed. This was in part because

he realized that even if he quadruple bogeyed the hole he would still finish even par, which he

had never done over nine holes before. Stellar golf aside, how could he not be relaxed? He had

nowhere he had to be, nowhere he even could be, the sun was shining, there was a hint of a

breeze but nothing that would even knock a yard off a drive. It was golf heaven, and Mark was

playing like a man possessed. By Ben Hogan.Mark stepped up and put another sweet swing

on the ball. The sound of club on ball was far greater than the effort that went into the shot, and

off it sailed. It climbed like a jet at an air show, peaked, and then dropped onto the middle of

the fairway. Onto… a sprinkler head. You could hear the ‘boing’ – for want of a better word. The

ball took a gigantic bounce and off it went, laterally, into the bushes. “Damn! Of all the luck; the

course hosed me! That drive was perfect,” Mark exclaimed in a tone that defied the way he

had been playing. At that moment, out of nowhere, a voice responded, mere feet away.“'T'was

very well hit, indeed,” the voice, in thick Scottish brogue, declared.Still engrossed in his



misfortune Mark replied instinctively, not yet cognisant of the fact there was another human

being suddenly on the scene, “You're not kidding - I killed that.”The Scottish burr continued,

“Somewhat ironic when ye think about it. If you had noot hit it so far, it would likely have landed

short of the sprinkler head and be sittin' in tha meedle o' the fairway as we speak.”Suddenly it

hit Mark. “Who the hell are you? Where did you come from?”“The name is Scotty. I guess you

could call me the caretaker. You'd better be findin' yer ball - I'll walk with you.”“I can't believe

my luck - I'm five under to here, and then the course hoses me,” Mark said to his sudden

companion.“The same way it hosed you on the fifth, when your errant shot hit a tree and

bounced onto the green within a foot o'the cup?” the caretaker inquired.“You saw that?” Mark

asked in a surprised tone.“'T'was your third birdie of the round, if I'm not mistaken.”“You've

been watching me the whole way 'round?”“Aye, I enjoy watching a good player.”Mark’s tone

suddenly softened, “I gotta be honest, I'm not usually this good.”This seemed to surprise the

old Scotsman. “I find that difficult to believe. I think yer ball went in that a way,” he added,

pointing. The two entered the bushes and it was not long before Mark’s ball was found. You’d

think he would have been pleased.“Unbelievable! Dead. There's no way I can get this out of

here.”“Forgive me, Master Mark, but if there was a way in, there's a way out.” Mark motioned

sideways and slightly back, “Well, the only opening is that way.”“Forgive me again, but how

many openings do you need?”“But that's virtually going backwards. Maybe if I hit it hard

enough I can force it through the trees.” You could hear the wheels turning.Scotty jumped in,

“You don't drive a car, do you sir?”“Of course I do.”“I'd hate to be in your path should you reach

a dead end!”Mark got the point. Reluctantly, with his seven iron, Mark punched the ball out the

suggested route, safely onto the fairway albeit with a slight loss of distance. His tone was

clearly sarcastic as he proclaimed, “Great. Now I'm lying two and no closer to the hole - and

this is a par five!”Scotty didn’t miss a beat, “And if you hadna' found yer ball, you'd be

lyin'…?”“Three. I hear ya. I should take my bogey and be happy.”“I didna' say that, 'less you

finished the hole when I wasn't lookin'.”Confused, Mark asked, “What do you mean?”“How's yer

chippin' been today?”“Best it's ever been!” Mark boasted.“Hmmm.”“What?” Mark

demanded.“But ya dunnee think you can make par here?”A light went on. A smile even

appeared on Mark’s usually dour puss. Getting the message, Mark again utilized his seven iron

and made a graceful shot that sent the ball down short of the green. He chipped it into the

hole for a birdie four.“If ye thought you couldna' make a par here, you were right!” Scotty said

with a laugh. Needless to say, Mark was elated. In fact, he went to give Scotty a high five, but

Scotty hadn’t a clue what he was trying to do. You would have laughed if you were there, but

fortunately for the two of them, nobody was there. Mark recovered.“Six under, with four to go,”

he remarked. I could bogey every hole going in and still be two under.”“Why would ya want to

do that, lad?”“I don't want to do it.”“Then what're ye talkin' 'bout it for?”With play consistent with

what he had produced all afternoon long, Mark proceeded to par holes 15, 16, and 17.

Standing on the 18th tee, he found himself at six under par as he took his driver from his bag

one more time. Mark swung, and cracked a beautiful drive straight down the middle of the par

five's fairway. Upon reaching his ball he took out his 3 wood and readied to hit.Scotty shook

his head. “I'm sorry, but I've got to ask. Whadya' doin'?”“I'm going to hit my second shot,”

came the obvious reply.“But why've ya got yer 3 wood out?” Scotty wanted to know.“Well, it's a

par 5. I thought maybe if I could get home in two,” Mark explained.“You're 250 yards out,”

Scotty said, getting exasperated – even for him.“I know,” said Mark.“Have ye ever, in yer 'tire

life, hit yer three wood 250 yards off the fairway?”Mark thought for a moment. “Well, no, but I

thought, with the way I'm playing today…”“Mark, you've played a lovely round to here, but be

honest. Have you hit a single shot today that you've never hit before?”“I've never hit so many



good shots in one round,” Mark replied.“Are yer ears blocked from the flight over, 'cause that's

not what I'm askin' ye. I asked ya if you've done anythin' today – any single thin’ - you've never

done before?” Scotty demanded in earnest. Almost boy-like, Mark replied, “Well, when you put

it that way, I guess not, no.”“And I ask ye again, have you ever hit a three wood 250 yards off

the deck in yer entire life? Ever?”“Maybe if I hit my driver?”If a look could kill, Scotty’s would

have been exhibit ‘A’. “Five iron, wedge?” Mark asked, meekly.The smile returned to Scotty’s

face. Mark then hit his five iron to within 80 yards of the green, followed by a neat little flip

wedge to three feet from the cup. Showing a hint of nervousness, Mark managed to send the

putt home for his 7th birdie of the day, and a 65. His first instinct was to high-five his new best

friend. Scotty was a little more prepared for this high-five than before, but not really. It would still

have been embarrassing to watch, but at least this time there was some hand to hand contact.

Sort of.As they walked off the 18th green, Mark remarked, “I still don't see anybody here. I got

so caught up in the round I never asked you - where is everybody? It’s like a ghost town around

here.”Scotty replied, “Oooh, there's nobody here. Nobody.”“What do you mean there's nobody

here?”“There's been nobody here for years. The hotel shut down long ago.”Mark dropped his

bag of clubs on the ground. “I don't believe it! I knew I'd been burned. I paid a lot of money for

this trip and they promised me the experience of a lifetime. And then they have the nerve to

make me promise not to tell anyone about it - I'll tell people what a joke this resort is!”With a

sigh from Scotty, “Yer memory's not very good, is it?”“But I - .” Mark then stopped suddenly as

he realized what had just happened to him - the incredible experience of, by far, the best round

of golf in his hurried, harried, hapless life. Just as suddenly the approaching sounds of a

helicopter could be heard in the distance. The chopper’s blades created an immense gust of

wind as it landed, and Mark, wistfully, realized it was there for one reason: to take him home.

He bent down and picked up his clubs, placed them on his shoulder, and then extended his

hand to the old caretaker. He had to yell over the noise of the chopper, “I get it now! I am so

used to being disappointed I just, well, never mind.”“Mark laddy, you’re not used to

disappointment. You are conditioned to expect disappointment. Don’t expect disappointment,

and don’t you ever, ever…”Mark interrupted, “…try to hit a three wood two-fifty off the deck; I

know, I know!”Scotty let out a hearty laugh, “That’s ma boy!”Mark dropped his clubs and gave

the old man a big hug. It was almost as awkward as the whole high-five thing. And worse, it

looked like he might never let go.“Yer chopper awaits you young Mark.”“I don’t want to go!”

Mark replied.“Ye must, ye must,” Scotty said emphatically as he pried Mark off of him.“I owe it

all to you, you've been great. I'll never forget you!” said a reformed Mark.“Just don’t ferget yer

promise.”“My promise?” Mark asked, clearly forgetting.“You mustna’ tell a soul! Tis the

deal.”“What?” Mark shouted back, as the chopper blades increased their speed.“Ye mustna' tell

anyone!” Scotty shouted.“Yes, it's been fun!” Mark shouted back, and got into the helicopter. He

got in, belted up, and turned back to wave goodbye to Scotty but, mysteriously, he was

nowhere to be seen.“He’s gone,” Mark shouted to the helicopter pilot.“Who’s gone?” the pilot

asked.“The old man.”“What old man?” the pilot asked as the helicopter took off.Mark smiled to

himself, “Never mind.”As the helicopter rose the pilot asked, “Did you have a good time?”“I had

an amazing time! You'll never guess what happened to me today!” ***It was with a somber

tone the television news anchorman read a bulletin just handed to him, “And this just in, a

helicopter carrying one passenger crashed in the mountains just outside of Creston. Both the

passenger and pilot were airlifted to Creston Valley Hospital where they are in intensive care.

The cause of the crash is not yet known.” The EndChapter TwoThe Cheat “And this just in, a

helicopter carrying one passenger crashed in the mountains just outside of Creston. Both the

passenger and pilot were airlifted to Creston Valley Hospital where they are in intensive care.



The cause of the crash is not yet known. That is the News at Noon, please join Cindy Pope for

The Early News at Five. I’m Dan Reynolds, so long.” Dan looked down at the papers on his

desk while reaching for a pen nearby. He made a scribbling motion on the papers as he

eagerly awaited familiar words from the floor director.“We’re clear. Nice job, Dan,” the floor

director said as Mike, ironically an audio assistant, rushed in and removed Dan’s lapel

microphone.“Come on, come on,” Dan whined impatiently as Mike struggled to retrieve the

cord of the mic from under Dan’s shirt.“What’s your hurry?” Mike inquired.“I’ve got a golf

tournament to get to. I’m the guest of honour,” Dan explained.“Oh cool, where’s it at?”“Point

Grey,” Dan replied.“Really? I’m a member there.”“You are?” Dan asked, incredulously.“Yes.

They let audio assistants in at that club.”“That’s not what I meant,” Dan said, somewhat

feebly.“Sure. You’re good to go,” Mike said, as he walked away with microphone in hand.Dan

rose to his feet, revealing the golf shorts he was wearing which had been hidden by the anchor

desk. A cameraman whistled.“Oh, shut up!” Dan called back as he hustled to his dressing

room.Another voice called out, “Wendy wants to see you, Dan!”“Tell her it’ll have to wait, I’m in

a hurry,” Dan declared, as he burst into the dressing room. Off came the clip-on, off came the

white dress shirt stained with television makeup, and onto the floor they went. Dan slowed to

carefully take a pressed, pink, golf shirt from under the plastic of a laundromat’s wire hanger.

He pulled the shirt over his head only to be caught off guard when his head popped through

the neck hole, by the presence of a woman standing before him.“Let me guess, you’re going

bowling,” Wendy said with a smile.Dan glared at Wendy, “You scared me half to death. What

do you want? I’m in a hurry.”“I can see that. Don’t worry, I’m quite sure they won’t start the

tournament without you. Good show today, by the way.”“They’re all good shows.”Wendy

laughed. “I’ll take that as a compliment.”“Take it any way you want, just hand me that hat,” Dan

said, arm extended.Wendy looked behind her, and before moving, declared, “Oh, you don’t

want that hat.”“Yes I do.”“But it doesn’t match your ensemble,” Wendy teased.“Just give me the

damned hat.”Wendy did not move, and the room went silent. Dan tried again, “Give me the hat,

please.”“That’s better,” Wendy said as she reached over and removed the golf cap from a hook

on the wall. As she handed it to the anxious anchorman, she added, “But it’s true that it doesn’t

match your outfit.”“They’ll probably give me one to wear at the tournament, anyway.”“And what

is this particular event in aid of?”“Oh, I don’t know. Some charity. Something to do with starving

something or others.”“Oh, that one. I donate to that one every year at Christmas,” Wendy said,

coyly.“Is there anything else?”Looking disappointed, Wendy replied, “No, I was just wondering

if you would be over for dinner, that’s all.”“Can’t. There’s a dinner after golf.“But it’s my sister’s

birthday,” Wendy said.“I am the master of ceremonies,” Dan explained.“Of course you

are.”“Gees Wendy, is that so bad? It is what I do, you know.”“I know, I know. Go hit your little

ball around and have your dinner. I’m sure sis will understand why you’re not there,” she said,

rolling her eyes.“Oh, and can you talk to lighting about that key light. Not that I haven’t asked a

hundred times,” Dan suggested officiously.Wendy smirked. “Will do, happy to do anything that

might make you look better.”Dan, quite naturally, turned to check himself in the mirror before

leaving, “You can never look too good, Wendy.”“Go golf, Dorian.”Dan turned back to face

Wendy, and in a very serious tone said, “Wendy. One doesn’t golf. One plays golf. There is a

difference.”“And there I thought I was going to catch heck for the Dorian comment,” Wendy

said, quite relieved.“Who’s Dorian?” Dan asked, sincerely.“Never mind, just go, play golf. Have

fun.”“I will, I always do. Wish me luck.” *** The sun was shining brilliantly as Dan’s convertible

pulled into the parking lot of Point Grey Golf and Country Club. He was immediately greeted by

a pretty girl holding a clipboard.“Hello darlin’.”“Ah, Mr. Reynolds. We were just beginning to

worry about you,” the girl said sweetly, as she ticked his name off on the clipboard.“Well, worry



no longer, I am here.”
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Mimi Barbour - New York Times & USA Today Best-selling Author, “A golf book that's hilarious!.

Nine separate stories make up this delightful book. Some of them did link together and I had to

keep reading to see how the author would work out his ending. And I'm glad I did, since it was

nothing I would ever have expected. Considering every story had to do with golf (except for the

last one) it was hilarious. Between tales of how cheaters never prosper, and a story of how a

young man learns about the true wisdom of golf from a wise old man, and a court case about

Doctor Bob who is a shady golf pro, and fertilizer explosions, and crafty Mexican villagers, and,

and ... Well I can't say enough about this great book. You'll just have to buy it and read it for

yourself.”

Sweet Falene, “Not a golfer, but LOVED the Stories!. I was recommended to read this book by

a friend who is an avid golfer so I went in a little leery thinking, "What do I know about golf?"

but I will say this, you do NOT need to be a golfer to enjoy the stories. While each story stands

alone, they are all connected by characters, so I wouldn't call this short stories. It's a smooth

flowing story that flows from one situation to the next with a distinct style and flavour that was

refreshing.A bit of mystery, ghosts, humour and feel good endings made this a read I can

easily enjoy and recomend to others.”

Robert Dawes, “New Reading. I enjoy reading golf stories. The mystery behind the stories are
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a benefit in reading. For a "free" book it was enjoyable reading.”

Praiseworthy, “Marvelous Mystic Links. NOT a golfer, but definitely a FAN of Clive Scarff's first

fiction, "MYSTIC LINKS". Written with engaging style and humor, the stories are very

entertaining without bogging down in the lingo and statistics of the game. Completely

accessible to a wide audience: both men and women, teens to seniors, 'golfers and non-

golfers'. The 'links' mystify and delight!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Interesting book.. Interesting book.”

Dixie, “Short stories for golfers. I downloaded this book and got all caught up in the clever

manner in which Clive weaves one short story into the next. I was impressed...but then, I'm

impressed with his overall knowledge and explanations on golfing.  Love his website too!”

Ioana D., “Loved it!. Absolutely loved the book! It's well built, refreshing, smart and fun to read;

when I got to the last page couldn't believe it was actually over.”

The book by Clive Scarff has a rating of  5 out of 3.5. 28 people have provided feedback.
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